The Beast 2019
The phone beeped and a message from Jim Connolly of The Crafty Divil’s popped up.... could I
ring him asap as he had ‘an offer I couldn’t refuse’. Half knowing what it was likely about I called
and he told me one of the teams doing The Beast had unexpectedly lost one of their team
members and they were looking for a replacement and would I be interested. I had a think about
it, it was less 2 weeks to the event, which would cover over 400km, and would involve some
swimming, rope work and navigation....I can’t swim, never worn a wetsuit, very very nervous at
heights, never did any sort of rope work, never navigated and training had consisted of doing
loads of events but not actually training.....so I said yes, of course I’ll do it!!!

The Prologue - The Battle of The Crannagh.....a first for The Beast....I think!
Stage 1 was due to start on Carrick-a-Rede island and cross the famous rope bridge!!! To protect
this location teams would need to start at 1-minute intervals. The starting order would be decided
by a prologue event on Thursday evening, with the winners starting first, and then the rest of the
teams at 1 min interval in order of prologue finish. We were instructed to go to the watersports
reception in the Crannagh, get wetsuits and PFDs (personal floatation devices - lifejackets) and
meet by the river. The details of a relay race were outlined, from each team, member 1 would
run/sprint 500m, member 2 would SUP to a set of buoys and back, members 3 & 4 would kayak
to the buoys and back and then member 1 would have to hit a collect a number of items in an
inflatable floating obstacle course!!

As our top runner...and swimmer.... Laura was quickly nominated to do the run and
obstacle/swim course, Yasmin would do the SUP and Owen and myself would operate the 2person kayak.
There was a good mixture of teams taking it very seriously and teams having the craic...the
outcome of the prologue would mean one team could be starting over 10 minutes behind the
first team, but over the course of a 48-60 hour event this was something we felt wasn’t worth
getting injured over....sprinting cold, falling or something else silly could end up ruining the
weekend...so it was for the craic!!! We finished in 10th place so a 10 min wait at the start.
With the prologue wrapped up all that was left now was to get back to the map marking, final
prep.....and a few short hours of precious sleep before we would tackle all the challenges the
beast would throw at us the next few days!!!

The Beast Day 1 - Friday - UU Coleraine - Showtime
Alarm goes off at 6am, no need for it, awake since 3am sick to the stomach thinking about Stage
1 and the coasteering event and having to get in to the actual sea, above waist deep.... cold
sweats thinking about it. We were fairly organised the night before, got the gear and bikes
dropped off early and then spent a few hours planning out our route between the
checkpoints...while eating the Michelin star grub Owen had prepared...in fairness it wasn’t too
bad and would be the last warm food for a few days! Wetsuit on, race vest and hydro pack sorted
and it was time to head for the bus to the starting line.
On to the bus for the short trip to Carrick-a-Rede....we are dropped at the car park and I spot
Eddie in the Primal Tracking tent. Always have a good bit of craic with Eddie and Rowan at
events and they too have busy few days ahead following us around. I’m nominated by the gang
to have the team gps tracker fitted to my hydrovest....won’t be long until I find out this is a rookie
mistake....several of the checkpoints are on bike stages where the bikes aren’t allowed, these
require only 3 of the team to dib/tag at these points and the 4th member can remain with the
bikes for safekeeping while the 3 are required go the extra bit to get to the CP, usually involves
climbing ....so the lucky carrier of the tracker doesn’t get to take a turn of this little 20-30 minute
rest as he/she always has to go to the CP.......or at least that what they told me!!!!
As we waited our turn to get the tracker attached the dark grey clouds that had been threatening

all morning burst and we got the first of what would be a day of heavy downpours...all huddled
together under the small primal tracking gazebo or the small bit of shelter the closed visitor
offered, good job we were in our wetsuits!!!

A short walk to the Carrick-a-Rede bridge, a first look at the stunning Antrim coastline and we
waiting for Ivan to get us underway. The plan was to cross the bridge and the teams would start
on the island with a team leaving every minute. The bridge didn’t look too daunting and I was
looking forward to crossing it, for many years have been promising to do that walk! Plenty of
nervous chatter and then Ivan called us all and broke the news that unfortunately he had been
let down and the person with the key to the bridge gate hadn’t turned up so we couldn’t get
access to the bridge or the island....it was disappointing but obviously outside of Ivan’s control
and for everyone it was a case of ‘ah well, let’s just get on with it’. We were the 10th team to go
so we cheered the others on as they departed, little doubt we would see them all again pretty
soon, so a bit of banter with The Crafty Divil’s and then it was our turn to go!

The first 2-3k run to Ballintoy Harbour (The Iron Islands for any GOT fans!) was a gentle stretch
of the legs, difficult enough to do that in full wetsuit but almost wished it would never end as the
thoughts of getting in the open sea were sickening at this point...a mixture of fear of the deep
water, the fear of panicking but almost above all the fear of letting the team down, what if I can’t
do it and have to pull out, what if I freeze on the jumps, what if I get sick, what if I am so bad and
slow we are miles behind everyone else. Face your fear time as we arrived at the harbour and
got the helmets and PFDs on...we had a 500m run to the water which felt like an eternity.

At this early point we had passed 2-3 teams so we’re pretty much in the middle of the field. The
coasteering was to be a looped course...down for the water and in we went, honestly can’t
remember if the water was cold. I got a bit of a boost after the first 50m when I first got out of my
depth, the wetsuit and PFD kept me afloat like a cork bobbing in the water, so my fear of sinking
to the ocean floor was eased a bit. The first section involved swimming out to a rock about 100m
away which stuck up about 3ft above the water, we hauled ourselves on to that, walked across
it and then dropped off the other side back in to the sea...hmm, this mightn’t be so bad! Where
to now we shouted to the kayak marshal....and the response wasn’t what I ever wanted to hear
as he pointed to a rock sticking up about 30-40 feet sticking up out of the water about 200m
away where I could see a few of the team ahead climbing up on to and jumping
off....fuuccckkkk...with slow enough progress (the 250m was about 200m more than I had ever
swam in my life!) we got the rocks and began the climb up...Laura jumped first, then Owen and
Yas and then it was just me. Standing on the ledge peering down in the water, Jesus what am I
doing here. ‘You’ll be grand’ the marshal told me, ‘it’s good and deep’ which was maybe the last
thing I wanted to hear...’just step off and you’ll be grand’....so here I was, first time in a wet suit,
first time in water deeper than 5ft, first time in open water...just do it and off I stepped plunging
feet first in to the ocean below me! The impact was a bit of a shock but I surfaced quickly,
swallowed a little water trying to get my bearings but fairly unscathed.

The 4 of us started moving back towards the shore, me bringing up the rear...well that was an
experience, thanked god that’s over I thought as we swam for shore, but 100m shy of the
shoreline we took a turn and headed down a narrow channel, strong enough current meant slow
progress and I was tired already. On to another small rock and a small jump and then another
swim to another big rock, oh crap, have to do a big jump again! Knowing what was ahead made
this a little more difficult and also this time a leap forward was needed to clear the rocks
underneath. Another team was stuck on the rock and was needing some encouragement when
we got there so a tiny wait and then it was showtime again, as I was the back marker the other
3 were up and jumped when I got up and this time I hesitated a bit but eager to catch up I leapt
out and crashed in to the water landing a little sideways and the helmet got a good smack off
the water so there was a sore head and ringing ears for the final 100m back to the
shore....delighted to be back on dry land but delighted to have done and experienced that...then
the short run back to transition and ready for stage 2, the panic and sick feelings over stage 1
subsided and time to focus on the rest of the event!

Stage 2: Bike - 63km 1240m elevation gain
Out of the wetsuit, full change of clothes and on the bike, the first little issue of the day was the
pedal pins and heavy lug trail runners not quite meshing but soon got used of it. A bad choice
of trail runners but this would actually be a benefit later on as it turned out!!

An early wrong turn was quickly corrected as the front 2-3 teams passed us in the wrong
direction as they too had missed the gap in the hedge and gone astray but we were soon on the
right road and picked up the first 2 checkpoints handy enough. Next it was on to the Dark
Hedges, well known to GOT fans as the kings road, dodging tourists and pools of water we
made our way to CP3 at the end of this road...dibbed in and was just about to leave when Laura
spotted her back tyre flat, investigation showed a wire protruding for the tyre wall. The rain
bucketed down as we changed what would thankfully be our only puncture of the event.

Then it was plenty of climbing for the next 20-30 km and it was pretty uneventful until we reached
the top of Slieveanorra, secured the CP........ and then it started to go wrong. To get to the stage

end at Ballyeamon camping barn we had a decision to make...it was about 40-45km on road or
about 20-25km on what looked like a way marked trail. With Yoda/Ivan’s wise words from the
race briefing long forgotten (to the tune of “what might appear to be a trail on the map may not
actually exist or even be passable”)...we decided that the trail looked like it was passable, hard
earth and we saw bike track so that sealed the decision!
About 3km down this trail and the ground began to get a bit broken and soft but we soldiered
on, it would get good again surely, right? No. No it would not. Not for even 10metres...by 8km
along this we were pretty much committed to the decision....and the consequences of that
decision. The hard earth turned in to proper bog and then got worse after that, we had resorted
to carrying and pushing the bikes at this point....and then it got worse, we started to go uphill,
and uphill, carrying the bike for 10k or more.....and then it got really really bad!!!
The last 5k to the camping barn was through dense woods with knee deep bog and mud,
streams, fallen tree, roots sticking up and across blocking and hindering our progress at every
turn. We lost about 2-3 hours on that stage by the time we finally broke through and arrived at
the camping barn to check in... almost broken but well inside the cut off time still.... although all
time banked and the good work early on earth almost wiped out.
Stage 3 - Orienteering and trek 35km 1000m elevation gain
No time for feeling sorry for ourselves as we now had 10km of orienteering to complete in
Glenariff forest park and a 25-30k looped trek through Cushendall and over Trostan and back
to Ballyeamon camping barn. There was an 11pm cut-off for this stage and we were under no
illusion that it would be tight and missing it would mean short course and skipping the stage 5
trek. Glenariff forest park is spectacular, the waterfalls are unreal and powerful and the park and
trails offer some stunning scenery.

The rain had stopped and started but by the time we left the park heading for the coast the sun
was shining. A quick stop in Cushendall for a refuel and then the trek over Trostan...as the night
started to draw in we reached the summit and the cut time was closing in quickly...a quick

regroup and we decided that by pushing very hard in to the red we may, may, be able to make
the cut off but the flat out effort for 80-90 minutes would put the following stages and maybe the
whole rest of the race in jeopardy....plus it would add risk of injury and it was unlikely that we
could make it.

There were still some teams behind us at this point, we had a super orienteering stage thanks
to Owen and Laura’s excellent decision making on which order to chase control points...so
decision was made to keep a steady pace and focus on the long game....remembering we were
about 16 hours (which in itself was a good days work!) in to 48-60 hour event.
In a cruel twist the last 5-6km of the stage were the same 5-6kms we slogged carrying the bikes
earlier that day...except now we were in foot and it was dark and wet!
We pulled in to the checkpoint, we had missed cut off....
Stage 4 - Bike 45km 700m elevation gain
So under the cover of darkness, and at this point it was about 1am on Saturday morning we set
off for the 45km (700 elevation gain😬) stage 4 bike stage...skipping the stage 5 trek stage, at
this stage only 3-4 teams were still on long course....and we headed straight to Shane O’Neill’s
GAA club. Arriving at about 3am and with a daylight rule on the kayak (stage 7) we knew that if
we set off now at 3am on stage 6 we would have a 2 hour wait at the kayak start so we, along
with all the other teams not on long course, that we would spend the 2 hours at the GAA club
house, get some hot food and coffee, change of clothes and a few minute of shut eye...which
was really wishful thinking!!

So, day 1 done.... roll on Saturday and day 2

The Beast 2019 - Day 2
“The vanishing lake???......a lake that vanishes and reappears.....so it might or might not be
actually there....how do we know we are at the right place?”.....”well if we get there and the lake

is there then we know we are the right spot”......”and if it’s not there???”..............”yeah then we
are definitely at the right place”.............”ok, sound......”
Day 2 - Saturday was class, pure class, best day out in any event I’ve ever done...
Having arrived at about 2am on Friday night / Saturday morning at Shane O’Neill’s GAA club in
Feystown we decided (as did a bunch of other teams) that as the open sea Kayak stage could
only start in daylight we should try and take the opportunity to get an hour or two of sleep. To be
honest sleep didn’t really happen as 20-30 of us tried to find a bit of comfort on hard benches in
a GAA dressing room but by 5:30-6am a healthy dose of coffee and a bite of whatever passed
for breakfast had us all in good spirits and the craic was mighty as we departed.
A magnificent sunny morning and a scenic cycle along the Antrim coastline with team KART
Attack for some company along the way was only broken by short detour up to Cranny falls to
pick up a checkpoint and then it was on to Cushendall for the first of the kayak stages. We
grabbed our wet bags, got the PFDs and began the 7km paddle across the open sea to
Cushendun. The paddle along the coast was nice and fresh, the swells not too bad at all and
wasn’t too long before we saw the landing point.
Arriving in Cushendun we hauled ourselves and our yacht out of the sea and made our way to
Robert Emmet’s GAA club where we ditched the wet gear. A quick change of clothes in the
sunshine, a bit of banter with Jacqo and Adventurers Assemble team, and we and headed
across Cushendun beach to the caves (The Stormlands in game of thrones) and stopped a
sneaky coffee and cake on the way back...there might have been a soup and a scone or 2 as
well!!

Stage 9 Bike: Cushendun - Fairhead 14km 500m
At this point only about 4 teams were left on the full course and the rest of the teams were short
coursed (meaning we had to skip 1 of the 21 stages...the stage 5 trek and cycle) and we were
propping up the field on the leader board. I think at this point we figured we need to start upping
our game a bit and agreed that we would push thing on a bit. We gathered up our stuff as quickly
as we could, and got on the bikes for the testing bike section...only 14 km and all on road but
pretty much vertical, nearly 500m climbing. Our nav man Owen had found his top gear and we
made up a spot or 2 by the time we got to Torr Head....this was just spectacular, and naturally
only 3 members were required to climb up to the old coastguard lookout building so no break for
me again...but I really didn’t care and would actually have been disappointed if I wasn’t getting
to see these places!! We were absolutely blown away by the Antrim coastline.... this stage and
the rest of the next bike stage to Ballintoy, while one of the toughest sections, was probably my
favourite of the course...Leaving Torr Head our next stop was the vanishing lake.

In the middle of nowhere, Loughareema Lake is better known as the vanishing lake. It’s an
‘ephemeral lake’ and goes from completely full to completely empty relatively quickly....and the
area is also known for dense fog so visibility can be poor........so you might not be able to see
the lake...if it’s there...or you might not be able to see the lake cause it’s foggy and the lake isn’t
there but you couldn’t see it even it was there, but it isn’t.....it’s all very complicated!!!!
Anyway....turns out the lake was sort of there when we arrived.... It wasn’t completely vanished
but was well on the way.... we passed the Kinsale lads who were punctured and offered some
help but they had it all under control!

After picking up the cp at the vanishing lake we had a few cps to pick up in Ballypatrick Forest
and then we headed towards Ballycastle. A short stop here to meet the crazing for a fizzy drink,
coke and lucozade hit the spot!!! We headed on for Kinbane Head for the last cp before Ballintoy.
We were now making serious time and flying along, Owen was on fire with the nav at this stage
and found roads, trails and cowpaths that brought us past a few teams and we arrived at Kinbane
Head with only 2 short course teams ahead of us. Kinbane castle and the head.... wow....it really
was unreal, we were being spoilt for scenery, UNESCO sites around every corner. There are
actually 17,475 steps from the car park at Kinbane down to shore, past the castle and out along
the head.... words can’t do this place justice...it’s near the top of the list of the must visit places!!
But all those feckin steps.... We arrived at Ballintoy harbour, and Basecamp AR were a team on
a mission now! The Crafty Divil’s were just finishing up a bit of grub and getting their belongings
to head off on stage 12 and another team, I think it was Dogleap, had just arrived before us.
We got a few bits together, didn’t really need to carry much as it was a fine sunny evening and
we had just 19-20km to get to the Portballintrae, we’d have access to the kit again...wolfed down
some John West and topped up the tailwind in the bottles and we were off.
Stage 12 Trek/run 18km 425m
Ballintoy Harbour – Portballintrae
We set off along the route of the Causeway coast half marathon on the Causeway Coast Way.
Crossing rocks and the beach we shuffled along at a decent pace and wasn’t long before we
spotted the team up ahead of us. Right, let’s get catching up to them we decided! Another km
or 2 and we drew alongside them. The camaraderie between the teams when you meet up is
amazing.... there is a competitive element, race and strategy information is very closely
guarded.... but the craic and banter is always mighty!!! We joined up with Jim, Lorraine, Eddie
and Kevin and had a good laugh and chat about how we were getting on...and a healthy dose
of slagging.....We felt really good at this stage so we pushed on ahead and continued our power
shuffle along the spectacular coastline, we soon found ourselves at the top of the Shepard’s
steps and made our way down to the Giants Causeway. It was my first time here and I wasn’t
disappointed, it really is well worth the visit!

What an evening, the sun was shining, a few pictures at the causeway and then we set off again
towards Portballintrae. A little bit worrying now was that Laura was having some pain in an ankle,
during the prologue she may have injured it on one of the obstacles and now it was starting to
get a little uncomfortable. We alternated between walking and shuffling but kept a steady pace
until we got to Portballintrae village hall. After Torr Head this was one of my favourite stages,

can’t go on enough about how class the Antrim coast is and what a way to spend a nice summery
evening! I think we felt we were unlucky to have been short coursed on the first day, our mtb
hike-a-bike had cost us badly, and I think after our epiphany back in Cushendun we were
determined to drive on as hard as we could. We arrived at the village hall and tucked in to some
hot food and coffee...and strawberries....and got ourselves sorted for the next bike stage

Stage 13 Bike Portballintrae – Portstewart 18km - 200m
With the belly’s full, the water bottles and food all topped up we were the first team leaving
Portballintrae and spirits were high...we weren’t the only ones it seems as we hit Portrush on a
Saturday night and the town was hopping. The champions league final was on and as a Liverpool
fan I was itching to know how the game had gone...as we didn’t have phones or any contact with
the outside world, I had no idea who won. My torture was to continue however, I got no joy from
the rowdy punters outside the pubs...‘who won?’ I shouted and was met with either ‘not watching’
or worse...‘who did you want to win? Hahaha’.... bastards!!!!! I’d had to wait a further 24 hours
to find out!!
Leaving Portrush was where it all started to go badly wrong.... what had been a beautiful sunny
day and evening was now getting very dark and as we were on the outskirts of the town the first
drops started falling. We pulled in to a lay-by to layer up, to get the rain gear on before we
continued on to Portstewart. An hour or 2 earlier when we had access to the kit bags, I think I
may not have been as conservative as I should have been, I had all the mandatory gear, the
waterproof bottoms and rain jacket and just 1 additional base layer. Other than the orienteering
stage at Portstewart Strand the rest of the stages to get us to the next kit drop were all bike so
and I judged that 1 additional layer on what I already had would be sufficient. As we pulled on
our wet gear, I realised that I had packed my lighter cycling water resistance jacket and not the
heavier waterproof jacket....and there is a big big difference. I cursed the mix up but still figured
it would be fine, we would be moving fairly quickly and it should be grand. Coming down strand
road on to the beach the music was blaring out from Harry’s shack on the beach and I still figured
this would be grand, get the orienteering done, cross the rover and head for the fishing lakes....it
was a reasonable straightforward finish I thought.
The instruction to get to the orienteering location was to move along beach to Ballyaghran Point
(about 2-3k along the beach I think) until we hit the WW2 pillbox and then head along the river
to the marshal point.

Getting to the pillbox was grand but then where to go...the dunes were like a wall and while the
river was in front of us it wasn’t making too much sense....but that made sense too....with Ivan
involved and given what we’d seen the last day or so it was never going to be straightforward.
Owen and myself climbed the dunes and began a recce to see if we could find the cp, it was not
getting darker and darker and the rain was starting to pick up. No sign of any checkpoint and
the paths and terrain was getting rougher, this can’t be right....back to Laura and Yas and
another consult of the map....it has to be right....another recce, a bit further this time...and in the
distance about 500-600m along the dunes we spotted the Marshall setting up.
We trekked back to the bikes and began the laborious talks of trying to drag the bikes up the
dunes as the rain now started to properly come down and the nice heat from earlier in the day
had long disappeared. As we dragged our bikes, with the sand getting into every crook and
cranny in both us and the bikes (the disc brakes didn’t forgive me for quite a while) the water
had soaked through the outer jacket I had and the base layer and all the layers were soaked
through and the cold started to take hold. The wind had really picked up and it was dark and
freezing. As we collected our map from the marshal, I knew I was in trouble.... the hard cold
wind combined with the soaked through clothes meant I was getting colder by the second.
As we started hunting for the first flag the feeling in the fingers and toes was fading rapidly and
the freezing wind was getting worse. I don’t think I’ve ever been so cold ever, as we picked up
the 3rd flag I was shaking with the cold and teeth were chattering. All I wanted was to be out of
the cold and in a hot shower or warm bed...anywhere but where I was. It was clear I was in a
bad enough way at this stage. I put on whatever spare gloves and sleeves I had but it wasn’t
going to help, I was frozen to the bone and in danger of hypothermia. We had a quick team
huddle to decide what to do...we agreed to pick up another flag or 2 but to make our way back
towards the bikes and take whatever penalty we’d get for missing the few remaining flags. It was
far from home and dry though.... all this meant was we were going to be out of the freezing wind
that was coming in from the sea....it would still be a long long time before I’d see dry clothes and
warmth. We heading back towards the marshal tent to pick up the bikes and I could hardly move
with the cold. I figured when we got moving that I’d get a bit of heat in to me and sure we must
be close to the next checkpoint where that would be a lodge or building with heat, lots of heat!
Stage 15 Bike – 17km 405m
Portstewart strand – Duncrun Fishing Lakes
Somehow managing to pick up my bike we may our way to the banks of the Bann and we were
picked up by boat transported across the river....and dropped on the rocks on the other
side....watching the boat speed off and standing soaked and freezing on the wet slippery rocks
at the side of the river in the middle of nowhere wasn’t one of my happier moment I’ll have to
admit.
I remember in the race briefing meeting looking at that stage and thinking that it would be pretty
cool, orienteering among the dunes and along the shore, it would be great fun and was looking
forward to it.....the reality couldn’t have been further from that...weather, bad gear choices....a
right character building and learning experience.....and I mentally added another notch in “pints
that Jim Connolly owes me” ledger.
Thankfully Owen was playing a blinder and negotiated a route for us along the rock and on to
the beach and we hit dry land at Castlerock. We found some pools of water to try and wash
some of the sand out of the disc brakes as near we could and we set off in the wet towards
Duncrun fishing lakes. 17km on the bike didn’t sound like the worst thing in the world but nearly
500m of climbing meant is would be a while yet before I’d get some respite. We turned up
Bishops Road and it was nearly vertical so it was the dinner plate gear for about 10k until we
reached the Manannan Mac Lir statue.... the sea god. Pitch dark and poor visibility meant we

couldn’t see much more so we dibbed in and headed for the last few km to the fishing lakes,
where warmth and food awaited.
Except it didn’t.....my heart sank when we arrived and the fishing lakes building was no more
than a garden shed, well, 2 garden sheds really and the little bit of warm space that was there
was taken up by the kit and basic furniture. We got our kit bag and my poor planning was again
a curse as I had 1 spare top and had run of the stash of fizzy stuff...I would have given anything
for a bottle of coke now. We found a small second room at the back of the shed and tried to
make some space to attempt some recovery for an hour or 2. I found a few empty 1 litre water
bottles and a kettle so fashioned some hot water bottles, took off the wettest layer and put on
the 1 clean layer, opened up the foil blanket and huddled cold and wet on the floor between the
he chairs to try and start to get the life back in to me...we all had the same idea although the
rustling of the tin foil blanket didn’t help anybody else get some peace!! It was about 3am at this
point.... on the go for almost 48 hours...so glad to get this stage out of the way, now.... a tiny bit
of recovery and then the final push for home

Sunday
Stage 16 - Orienteering Binevenagh Forest
Not much sleep is had, maybe 20-30 minutes out of 3 hours lying there wrapped up in the foil blanket
with a plastic water bottle full of hot water…the foil blanket while providing some good heat also is quite
‘rustly’ so every movement is followed up with an apology to the half dozen or so fellow warriors who are
also trying to get a few minutes of sleep. Eventually I give up on sleep and head around to the front part
of the building, the fishing lakes reception area where there is superser heater...and now there about 10
people filling every available space to rest....every surface in the hut is covered with some form of clothing
trying to get things a bit drier....the smell of clothes which have been worn for over 24 hours in many
cases and are now drying out over heat is quite the aroma...the Yankee Candle crowd won’t be bottling
and selling this smell anytime soon. I step in and gingerly step over a body stretched out on the floor,
snores coming loudly from him and he gives off the air of a lad on his holidays who had a good liquid
lunch and is now stretched out by the pool with not a care in the world!! It’s the Crafty Devil who got me
here...and for a minute I think I should wake him.... ‘accidentally’ of course and guilt him in to giving me
dry clothes whatever fizzy drink or treat he might have stashed away!!! But I don’t, the past few days
have been an unique experience and I know that while I am a bit cold and wet right now that this is one
of the best events I have ever done and I’ve loved every minute of it....every goddamn minute of the
suffering but when I now think back on it I actually can’t remember a single bad moment or at least can’t
relive a bad moment....but all the good times over those days are clear and very present memories and
fresh in the mind!
On the orienteering section only the Danish team have gone and started this stage and everybody else
is recovering after the freezing beach section and wet cycle the night the night before. We get ourselves
ready as best we can, put on whatever warm clothes we can find and we are estimating will be 90 minutes
to two hours of a stage. It was class as we left the hut and headed up towards the forest, not quite bright
outside yet but the lovely time of morning when you know dawn isn’t too far off and the forest is starting
to wake up. As we reach the forest we passed the Danish team who are just coming in after finishing
there the stage and we set about trying to find the checkpoints....this was a great stage, we quickly picked
off somewhere the nearer checkpoints and then made a plan to on the most efficient way to pick up all
the others and the best plan to round up the outliers. There was a pep in our step as we knew today was
the final day and within 90 minutes we were heading back toward towards our bikes.
Stage 17 – Bike 45km 703m
We now had only two stages left which was a mountain bike stage and the kayak stage back in to
Coleraine. We quickly change into whatever dryish gear we could find and left the sleeping bodies thrown
around the floor, top up the water bottles and got ready to hit the road…but not before taking our bikes

around the back of the hut to where there was a tap and washed whatever sand was still left in him after
the beach....bade farewell to whoever was standing around the hit and we headed. Owen had plotted a
good route for us through the forest which meant we didn't have to go on the road and I think it knocked
probably 3 or 4 kilometres off but it was straight onto the fire track and world of climbing in front of us as
we ground the gears and made our way up to the top of Binevenagh.

We knew that this checkpoint was located 5 meters from the cliff edge so it was up and up and up....when
we eventually got up there the rain was pelting down and the wind had picked up at this point so we
ditched the bikes and walked the last 10 meters or so to the checkpoint, sure enough it was located right
on the edge of the Cliff. We couldn't leave here though without taking in the view, plenty of rain clouds
behind us but underneath us the countryside spread out like a patchwork quilt and we all had a good
view and avoided being blown over the Cliff edge.

Back on the bikes and what we had hoped was that the climbing was all finished at this point...but of
course it wasn’t....we had off picked up a couple more checkpoints and the final checkpoint was in the
‘Cam Forest’ so there was a bit of discussion about this, we couldn't find it on the map and we weren't
exactly sure what it was but eventually we twigged that the Cam Forest was actually the wind turbines
farm so after a little bit of searching, back and forth on some fire roads we eventually found the checkpoint
and we were ready to drop the hammer and empty the tank on the bikes...we knocked out the last 10 or
15 kilometres to the end of the bike stage at a decent pace but there would be one final bit of drama.
With 2k to go to Hagglers Marina where we would have the final kayak stage. It wasn't going to be all
plain sailing though and there was one final twist in in the tail for us, with about 2 kilometres to go on the
road the mood was good and everybody was feeling jovial and in a freak accident on 2 bikes clipped and
took one of them down, close behind them I crashed into the downed bike and went headfirst over the
handlebars on to the road. Thankfully none of us were hurt, a cracked helmet was the extent of the
casualties and bikes weren’t damaged…. we arrived at Drumaheglis Marina a few minutes later to drop
the bikes for the last time.

Stage 18 – Kayak 12km Drumaheglis Marina – Coleraine Crannagh (Finish)
The final stage, the end was well in sight, just a little bit of a paddle left to do! The weather was nice as
we set off on the final 12k stretch for home down the river Bann. There was a portage about half way
along which meant getting kayak out of the water and carrying it around the weir and back in the other
side. This was more of an inconvenience than a big issue and to be honest I had been fighting hard to
keep awake for the first section of the river…. I think at least once I might have had to get a nudge of a
paddle from Yas! After the portage and getting back in the water it wasn’t long before we reached
Coleraine and we made a final burst when we could see The Crannagh and the finish line ahead of us.
We had to paddle down the river past the finish line on the shore, beached our yachts and then
shuffled/ran the final 500m to the finish line where the beer and pizza was waiting!

What a brilliant few days, every emotion covered at some point…all on a course that challenged you at
every turn and showcased the amazing natural beauty of County Antrim. Couldn’t have asked for a better
team in Yas, Laura and Owen…they were landed with me on their team fairly late in the day so hopefully
I didn’t let them down too much!

A massive shout out to Michael Regan who was ever present on the course and always had a friendly
word and chat, I think he covered as much ground as we did…and took some amazing photos to capture
the event brilliantly. Thanks to Ivan, Eoghan and all the team for a brilliant event…hopefully see you all
at The Beast 2021!!!

Credit:
https://kayathlon.ie/
http://www.mr-photography.net/
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